Best of the Outdoors

Strong to the Core

Haul heavy loads more easily by strengthening your midsection.

Sergeant Ken Weichert could teach you a thing or two about carrying heavy loads. The master Army trainer humped 75 pounds of gear in 125°F heat in both Gulf Wars and credits ruggedized abdominal and back muscles for keeping him upright. That's why Weichert now emphasizes core training as part of his boot-camp-style fitness classes in the Bay Area. "It's all about posture," explains the 36-year-old hiker, who also leads backpacking trips (most popular: Operation Summit Whitney). "Your core muscles stabilize the spine, which lessens injury. Proper posture prevents injury, improves balance, and keeps you from packing too much weight on your hips instead of your shoulders." Plus, a solid core provides a base of strength for the entire body, enabling you to put more power into each step with less effort.

Perform Weichert's workout 2 to 3 times a week. Start with 10 repetitions and gradually build up to 50 for each exercise. Every 10th rep, hold for 10 seconds to check your form; proper form better targets the muscles you want to strengthen and prevents injury.

**THE SWIMMER**

Lies on your stomach, arms out to side and bent at the elbows. Squat your glutes and lift your legs a few inches off the ground. Lift your chest slightly while you look straight ahead. Hold this position as you move your arms about 6 inches back and forth. Keep your butt tight to prevent back injury and to keep core muscles engaged. Works: entire back, glutes, quads

**RUSSIAN TWIST WITH MEDICINE BALL**

Set a decline bench at a 45-degree angle. Sit at the top holding a 3-pound medicine ball (or 2 1/2 gallon jug of water) near your upper chest. Engage the abdominals and slowly drop halfway down until your torso is perpendicular to the bench. Twist to the right, back to center, then to left as if you were drawing a semi-circle with the ball. Repeat. As your strength increases, hold the ball six inches from your chest, then with fully extended arms (don't lock your elbows). Works: entire abdominal area

**PUSH-UPS TO PLANK**

Here's a simple twist on the old standby. Do as many push-ups as you can until muscle failure, then go immediately into a plank hold by raising your forearms and hold for 30 seconds. Build to 45 second, then 60. Keep your glutes and abs clenched to ensure the core muscles are active. Works: chest, arms, back, abdominals, glutes, thighs

The Tool Designed by Explorers for Explorers

National Geographic Society products are developed to provide exceptional-quality function and integrity. Through its Gear-on-Assignment program, the Society relies on input from Geographic explorers and photographers around the globe to find and test such products. Cinematographer Bryan Harvey first brought Kershaw's new Carabiner Tool to the Society's attention and field-testing of this incredibly handy tool is now underway. Net proceeds from purchase of the tool, like all National Geographic's net proceeds, support vital exploration, conservation, research, and education programs.

**Features:**
- 510 screwdriver, phillips screwdriver, locking screw tip lock with spring-loaded gate
- 440A stainless steel blade—3 1/2" in (89 mm) one-handed opening
- Puush stainless steel partially serrated blade—4 1/4" (109 mm) A300 die cast aluminum alloy, 420J2 stainless steel locking flip, bottle opener, weight—2.7 oz., limited lifetime warranty
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